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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 30 (1994), 277 { 283NATURAL VECTOR FIELDS ON TANGENT BUNDLESV�aclav Studen�yAbstract. All natural operators transforming metric �elds or connections to thevector �elds on tangent bundle are determinated.1.0 All reasonings in this paper are performed in the category of smooth manifoldsof constant dimension with embeddings in the role of morphisms, and in thecategory of smooth �bre bundles and their morphisms (see [4 pages 42 { 44],or [3]) or in the corresponding real analytic categories. The functors used here arefunctors from the category of manifolds to the category of �bre bundles. Theyassign to every manifold the �bre bundle, associated with manifold of frames,which this manifold is the base of. And if the values of one of the functors inquestion have furthermore the standard �bre Q, we denote it by FQ. The tangentfunctor T is one of these. By TTX we always mean the tangent bundle T (TX)with basis TX and projection �2;1(X).If F1 and F2 are two functors we will denote:(1) C1F1 the mapping, which map every manifold to the set of all smoothsections of F1(X).(2) C1(F1; F2) the mapping, which map every manifold to the set of all �brebundle morphisms F1X �! F2X over the identity of X.(The real analytic case is denote in the similar way using C!.)Besides, we shall denote f�(g) = f � g. In certain cases, if one of the argumentsof a mapping is a manifold, we denote it as a subscript.1.1 This short note aims to �nd all natural operators D : Codom (C�F ) �!Codom (C�(TT )) for some functors F and � 2 f1; !g. In such a case, to benatural means: to be regular, and for every embedding related sections to makecommutative the square with values of the operator in question on the sectionsand values of the functors T and TT on this embedding.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation : 58A20, 53A55.Key words and phrases: natural bundle, natural operator, vector �eld, connection, metrics.Received April 3, 1993.



278 V�ACLAV STUDEN�YOn TTX beside the bundle projection �2;1(X) there is a projection T�1;0(X)de�ned to TX, too. For every pair of vector �elds � and �, for which besides theupper half of the diagram(1) TXTTX��������������2;1(X)[[[[[[[[[[[[]T�1;0(X) TXu idTXu � w� TTX[[[[[[[[[[[[̂ �2;1(X) ������������� T�1;0(X)TXalso the lower one commutes, it holds that all values of the �eld � � � lie in thevertical tangent bundle V TX. This one is canonically isomorphic with TX�XTX.We denote this isomorphism by (�2;1(X)jTX�XTXV TX ; iX) and its inversion by jX . (Ofcourse �2;1(X)jTX�XTXV TX is not the corestriction of � (X)jV TX because TX �X TXis not the subset of TTX, but we omit the composition with identi�cation if thereis no danger of confusion.) Hence � � � can be corestricted on V TM , and thefollowing diagram commutes:(2) TX w�� �jV TX���������idjTX ;iX�(���)jV TX� V TXu (�2;1(X)jTX�XTXV TX ;iX) widV TX V TXTX �X TX �������������jX1.2 Functors for which we are going to solve the problem in question are assumedto have the two following properties (� 2 f1; !g):(1) For all D : Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�(T; T )) there exists naturalfunction G : Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�(T; FR)) (action on R istrivial), such that D = G �didT , wheredidT : �Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�(T; T ))(X; s) 7�! idTXand the dot means the multiplication by a scalar in the tangent bundle.(2) There exists a natural operator B : Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�TT ) sothat T�1;0� (Codom(B)) �B =didT .



NATURAL VECTOR FIELDS ON TANGENT BUNDLES 2791.3 For allA : Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�TT ) the mappingT�1;0�Codom(A)�A : Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�((T; T ))) is a natural operator. If the assump-tion (1.2.1) holds, there exists a natural function GA such thatT�1;0� (Codom(A)) � A = GA �didT = T�1;0� (Codom(A)) � GA �Bwhere B is an operator whose existence is postulated by (1.2.2). Hence for eachmanifoldX, for all sections s and for � = AX (s); � = GA�BX(s), (1.1.1) commutesand consequently (1.1.2) commutes. And since (1.2.1) implies that there existsa natural function HA such that (we do not write corestrictions explicitly)i� (Codom(A�GAB)) � (A �GAB) = HA �didT :Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�(T; T ))it follows: A = GA �B + j� (Codom(HA )) � (didT ;HA �didT )Conversely, if GA and HA are natural functions, then the mapping de�ned inthis way is a natural operator.1.4 As regards the order of the operator in question, its �niteness is assumedhere.1.5 One natural operator Codom (C�F ) �! Codom (C�TT ) exists for any F .His value is the Liouville's �eld� : �TX �! TTXj10� 7�! j10�k 7! �k � j10(�)��(dot is multiplying by a scalar). In the standard local coordinates on TTX itscoordinate expression is: � = _xi @@ _xiHowever if the value of F are bundles of linear connections or bundles of metricsthere exists natural operator the value of which is geodesical semispray. Semisprayin general is a vector �eld � on TX, satisfying T�1;0 � � = idTX . On the manifoldwith connection any jet j10z 2 TX can be represented by a geodetic curve �z 2 j10zThe geodesical semispray is a vector �eld� : �TX �! TTXj10z 7�! j10�x 7! j10(�z � t(x;�)�where t(x; y) = y�x is a translation. In the canonical local coordinates on TTX,it has the form: � = _xi @@xi � �ijk _xj _xk @@ _xi



280 V�ACLAV STUDEN�YIf the value of F is bundle of metrics then the respective connection is the Levi {Civita's one.Geodesical semispray ful�ls (1.2.2). We are going to show that condition(1.2.1) is ful�lled by:(1) Analytical operators de�ned on connections.(For analytical mapping it holds [2] :Theorem (Luna): If f is a real analytic G-invariant function on Rnand if action of G is completely reducible then there exists a realanalytic function g de�ned on a neighborhood of p(Rn) � Rs suchthat f = g � p, where p : Rn �! Rs is a projection the componentsof which are generators of the ring of invariant polynomials on Rn).(2) First order operators de�ned on pseudoriemannian metrics.(On other hand, this does not hold for operators of higher orderde�ned on metrics: if W ijkl is the curvature of Levi { Civita'sconnection W ij jk _xk is the coordinate expression of a vector �eldwhich does not satisfy (1.2.2)).In accordance with the general theory [3, 4] there is a bijection between �niteorder natural operators and the equivariant mappings of the related standard �bresof the respective �brations; therefore it is su�cient to study them.Grn is the r-th order di�erential group in dimension n with canonical coordinates(aij1:::jp)p�r and with mappings (bij1:::jp)p�r which represents the composition ofcoordinates with the group inversion. The standard �bre of connections will bedenoted Q = Rn
Rn�
Rn� with the accustomed action. Coordinates on it aredenoted (�ijk). The standard �bre of metrics will be denoted P ; P � Rn�
 Rn�with coordinates gij. R3n is standard �bre of TTX �! X with the corespondingaction of G2n and with coordinates ( _xi; x0j; _x0k)i;j;k.If X is a manifold, T rnX denotes the manifold of r-jets with source at 0 2 Rnand target in X.If x are coordinates of any point p on a manifold with a left action of Lie groupand point q is a value of this action at (p; g) g 2 G, we write q = �p and denotecoordinates of q by �x.2.1 Lemma. Let W i = Rn
�Rn� ^Rn�
 (
kiRn�)� with tensor action of G1n.For every analytic invariant vector F = (f i) : Rn�W 1 � � � � �W r �! Rn thereexists a scalar invariant (=invariant function) g such that f i = g � xi .Proof. Let zi be coordinates on Rn�, let xi be coordinates on Rn and W ij1:::jk becoordinates on W k�2. The mapping F � = zif i : Rn��Dom(F ) �! R, is a scalarinvariant. Every non zero elementary invariant polynomial on Dom(F �) containszi only in components zixi, because every elementary polynomial containing theproduct ziW ij1:::jn must be, by virtue of antisymmetry, zero. The Luna's theoremgives: F � = f izi = h(xizi; ul), where ul are invariant elementary polynomialswhich do not depend on zi, consequently fi = D1h(0; ul) � xi = g(ul) � xi



NATURAL VECTOR FIELDS ON TANGENT BUNDLES 2812.2 Theorem. For every analytic equivariant mapping F : Rn � T rnQ �! R3nthere exist analytic scalar invariants G and H such that the coordinate expressionof F is: F = ( _xi; G � _xj; G � �klm _xl _xm �H � _xk)ni;j;k=1Proof. Well known theorems about basis of invariants [3,5] say that everyinvariant vector depends on curvature, its covariant derivative, torsion, and itscovariant derivative. Theorem follows from 2.1 and 1.3.2.3 Corollary. The only vector �elds on TX depending analytically andnaturally on connection are linear combination of geodesical semispray andLiouville's vector �eld coe�cients of which are scalar invariants. It has thiscoordinate expression: G _xi @@xi � (G�ijk _xj _xk �H _xi) @@ _xIf one wants to obtain semispray one must set G equal to constant mappingwith value 1: � _xi @@xi � (�ijk _xj _xk �H _xi) @@ _xi �.2.4 Remark. One can easily see, after derivating the equations of action by higherorder elements of the di�erential group, that for zero order natural operators thetheorem holds in smooth case, too.2.5 Theorem. For any invariant vector F : Rn � T 1nP �! Rn there exists aninvariant function G such that F = G _xProof. Using well known theorems about invariants, one obtains that everyinvariant vector F = (F s) depends on (xi; gij) only.Let us denote Os = fx 2 Rn � T 1nX; _xs(x) = 0; i 6= s =) gis(x) = 0g.Choose h1 2 G1n aij(h1) = �ij � 2�sj�si . Hence for all x0 2 Os it holdsF s(x0) = F s(�x0) = �F s(x0) = �F s(x0), and consequently F sjOs = b0 (constantmapping with value 0).Let us indicate M s = fx 2 Rn � T 1nX; _xs(x) = 0g. Now we will show thatthe orbit of any point from M s with respect to subgroup of G1n action of whichdoes not change value of F s intersects Os. The consequence is that F sjMs = 0.Choose x1 2M s, and let us reason about the system of n�1 equations with n�1variable hi: 0@Xj 6=s gij(x1) _hj = �gis(x1)1Ai6=sThe matrix of this system is a submatrix of a regular matrix; then it has thesolution (hi)i6=s. Let us de�ne hs = 0. The matrix(�ij + �sj �ij�iphp)ni;j=1 = 0BBBBB@ 1 0 : : : h1 : : : 00 1 : : : h2 : : : 0: : :0 0 : : : 1 : : : 0: : :0 0 : : : hn : : : 11CCCCCA = H



282 V�ACLAV STUDEN�Yis regular, that is why there exists h2 2 G2n such that bij(h) = H (thenaij(h2) = ((�ij��sj �ij�iphp)ni;j=1). All these matricesH form the mentioned subgroup.We obtain: For all components F s of an invariant vector there exists function Gssuch that F s = G � _xs.Now let us suppose that there exists a point, in which for some s 6= z it holdsGs = Gz. Since Gs and Gz are continuous, we can choose a point x2 satisfying_xs(x2) 6= 0 6= _xz(x2). Let us compute an action of h3 2 G2n on this point.bij(h3) = 8>>>><>>>>: �ij i 6= s0 i = s; j 6= s; z1xs(x2) i = s; j = s�1xz(x2) i = s; j = z0 = F s(x1; : : : ; xs�1; 0; xs+1; : : : ; xn; gij)(x2) == F s(�x2) = �F s( _x2) = � _xsGsxs � _xzGzxz � (x2) == (Gs �Gz)(x2)This is a contradiction, consequently Gs = Gz = G and F s = G � xs.Since(asp _xpG)(aij _xj; bpi bqjgpq) == _F s(aijxj; bpi bqjgpq) = �_F s( _xi; gij) = asp _F p( _xi; gij) == asp( _xpG)( _xi; gij)it follows that G( _�xi; �gij) = �G( _xi; gij) at every point x satisfying asjxj(x) 6= 0 andbecause G is continuous, we have: G is a scalar invariant. �2.6 Corollary. The only vector �elds on TX depending smoothly and naturallyon some metric �eld and his �rst derivative are linear combination of geodesicalsemispray and Liouville`s vector �eld. At the point (xi; _xj)ni;j=1 it has thecoordinate expression: G _xi @@xi � (G�ijk _xj _xk �H _xi) @@ _xwhere �ijk = 12 (gpj;k + gpk;j � gjk;p)gipThe only semispray one obtains setting G equal to constant mapping withvalue 1 �in coordinates: _xi @@xi � (�ijk _xj _xk �H _xi) @@ _xi �.
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